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Abstract 

 Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) is still currently a significant 

public health concern since the outbreak of its pandemic. we aim to share the clinical 

manifestations of 222 hospitalized COVID-19 patients and their outcomes. This cross-sectional 

descriptive study is based on clinical records that included patients diagnosed with COVID-19 

in Z H Sikder Women’s Medical College & Hospital between December 2020 to August 2021. 

In total 222 (136 male and 86 female) patients with COVID-19 PCR-positive tests were 

included in the study. The average age of the study group is 54.81. The most common 

symptoms were identified as fever (27.2%), cough (22%), sore throat (10.4%), body aches 

(16.8%), breathlessness (14.5%), diarrhea (2%), and headache (7.1%). Among the patients, 

93(41.9%) people needed ICU support during treatment. The most common comorbidities 

were hypertension (48.3%), chronic kidney disease (8%), diabetes (33.9%), cardiovascular 

disease (3.8%), and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (5.9%). The elevated rate had been 

observed on different biochemical tests such as SGPT [U/L] (mean-45.12), S. 

Creatinine[mg/dl] (mean-1.5), CRP [mg/l] (mean-84.53), D-dimer [μg/ml] (mean-232.35), S. 

Ferritin [ng/ml] (mean-502.24). Of 222 patients, 63(28.4%) patients died during treatment and 

159(71.6%) were recovered and discharged from the hospital after declaring negative on PCR 

test for COVID-19. Patients who died typically had preexisting conditions and severe 

perturbations in inflammatory markers and intensive care requirements.  

 

Keywords: Covid- 19; Fever; Hypertension; D-dimer; CRP 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Coronaviruses have been causing significant disease outbreaks globally over the past two 

decades. In 2002, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) had appeared in east Asia (Cherry 

et al., 2004) and afterwards the Middle east respiratory syndrome (MERS) caused an outbreak 

in the Middle East in 2012 (Milne et al., 2014). Now the new coronavirus disease 2019 

pandemic had been initiated in late December 2019 and the causative agent was severe acute 

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) which was first found in China and then 

spread worldwide (H. Zhu et al.,2020). After appearing in Wuhan, the virus was transmitted 

worldwide through the human  

that served as a host for the virus. Due to the rapidly spreading nature of the virus on a global 

scale World health organization had announced a public health Emergency of international 

concern on January 31, 2020 (WHO). Later on, March 11, 2020 declared the situation as 

pandemic. From the beginning to 3 May 2023, there have been 765,222,932 confirmed cases 

of COVID-19, including 6,921,614 deaths (WHO).  In Bangladesh the first case was identified 

on 8th March 2020. In Bangladesh, from 3 January 2020 to 3 May 2023, there have been 

2,038,250 confirmed cases of COVID-19 with 29,446 deaths have occurred (WHO-COVID-

19 Dashboard,2023). The first strike of the pandemic hit on Bangladesh mainly in May-2020 

when the infection rate was 12% and was gradually increasing and reached over highest 32% 

in the mid-august, then gradually decreased and it took mid-December to get a 9% infection 

rate (MIS-DGHS & IEDCR). That was the first wave and similarly, earlier in March 2021 the 

second wave of COVID-19 had stricken and late-July 2021 the infection rate was highest at 

33% and it took October 2021 to come down to 6% (MIS-DGHS & IEDCR). And 

consequently, on January 2022 the third wave had generated and the highest infection rate was 

32% by then which took March 2022 to get down below 5%. (MIS-DGHS & IEDCR). Initially, 
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Patients came with a wide range of symptoms like cough, shortness of breath, fever, chills, 

muscle pain, headache, sore throat, and loss of smell and taste and interestingly most of the 

patients remain asymptomatic while the symptoms vary person to person (Carfi et al.,2020; 

CDC,2020a). Several data reported that COVID-19 should be considered as a multisystem 

disease in which patients can present with chest tightness and palpitations instead of cough and 

other respiratory symptoms (Wang et al.,2020). 

 In addition, conditions like acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), Septic shock, acute 

kidney injury, cardiac injury, pulmonary failure, and multi-organ failure have been reported as 

COVID-19 infection complications (WHO). A study was conducted regarding the effects of 

COVID-19 in different parts of human body (Figure-1) (Chowdhury et al., 2021). 

 

Figure 1 :  Effect of COVID-19 in major parts of human body. 

  

 The hospital-admitted patients showed varieties of clinical manifestations ranging from 

asymptomatic forms to severe Pneumonia which will lead to respiratory failure, sepsis, and 

septic shock (Huang C et al., 2020). In terms of different risk factors regarding COVID-19 

disease advanced age, immunodeficiency, diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and 

Reference-https://microbiologyjournal.org/harmful-effects-of-
covid-19-on-major-human-body-organs-a-review 
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chronic lung disease have been identified according to the Centers for disease control and 

Prevention (2021). Since after developing the infection of the host the virus exploits the 

immune system of the host in a very rapid time and this is why immunological parameters in 

human biochemical test appeared on elevated state. It was found that lymphopenia was the 

prevalent hematological findings in many patients (Chen x et al.,2019). Additionally high CRP, 

Serum ferritin, lactate dehydrogenase, D-dimer, Prothrombin time found beyond normal range 

and these increase the risk of Covid-19 associated conditions and deaths (Young BE et al., 

2020). Besides the risk of ARDS is also being facilitated by higher D-dimer and prothrombin 

time (Yang x et al.,2020). Patients those came under medical facility for treatment During the 

pandemic wave periods in Bangladesh, the clinical facility named Z H Sikder Women’s 

Medical College & Hospital provided support towards the health hazard, and from December 

2020 to September 2021 those admitted patients had been served. Their mortality rate was 

28.4%. In this study, we took those patients’ medical records from the hospital. The data set is 

composed of the patient’s demography, signs and symptoms, vital clinical signs, selective 

laboratory test results, and the outcomes of the patients.  

1.1 Objectives 

The objective of this descriptive cross-sectional study was to understand the prognosis of 

COVID-19, which will mostly focus on patient’s symptoms, different vital signs, biochemical 

test etc. We aim to assess the disease dynamics of COVID-19 infection by observing patients’ 

clinical features and outcomes and we expect this will add some value towards the further 

research and analysis regarding COVID-19 disease prognosis, disease treatment, and 

comprehensive management of outcomes. 
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Chapter 2 

Materials and methods 

 

2.1 Study design and population 

This single-centered, cross-sectional and descriptive study included patients diagnosed with 

Confirmed COVID-19 RT-PCR test positive. The study was conducted from the data of 

patients between July 2020 to September 2021 and carried out at ZH Sikder Women’s medical 

college and Hospital, Dhaka. The study population was all hospital-admitted patients in the 

hospital and the sample size was 222 in number. 

2.2 Sampling technique and data collection 

All the patients’ data were collected from patient’s medical records and Hospital diagnostic 

management software where data was stored. The data set contains the following variables: 

Sociodemographic characteristics, Vital Signs, Comorbidities, Clinical manifestations, length 

of stay, admission area, in hospital complications, in-hospital outcomes, and laboratory 

investigations including C-reactive protein (CRP), serum glutamate pyruvate transaminase 

(SGPT), Creatinine, D-dimer, ferritin. 

2.3 Statistical Analysis 

Data management was performed using the SPSS package program. While the continuous 

variables were provided as mean ± standard deviation and the categorical variables were 

presented as numbers and percentages. The independent sample t-test was performed to test 

the mean difference between different continuous variables using the dichotomous variables 

categories. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

A total of 222 cases were reached in this study and no exclusion was required for the data set. 

3.1 Patient’s Sociodemographic and disposition data  

During the COVID-19 pandemic wave in Bangladesh the COVID-19 test-positive patients 

those required hospital care had come to ZH Sikder Women’s medical college & Hospital, 

Dhaka, and got admitted. Among the 222 admitted patients 136 (61.3%) were male and 

86(38.7%) were female. The overall age ranged from 11 to 86 years old with a median age of 

57 years. The mean age of the patients was 54.81 ± 16.73 years. 

 

Figure 2: Patient's flow 

Of 222 patients 129 (58.1%) were initially admitted into the ward whereas 93 (41.9%) patients 

were admitted directly to the Intensive care unit (ICU) of the hospital. Overall, 159 (71.6%) 

patients were discharged from the hospital, while 63 (28.4%) died during their treatment period 

in the hospital (Figure -2). 

Admitted
COVID-19 test positive case

(222)

Male- 136(61.3%); 
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93
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Survived
45
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48
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Reasons for ICU admission that appeared in the initial stage included respiratory distress 

(82%), transfer from another hospital due to lack of ventilation support (7%), decreased level 

of consciousness (3%), and cardiac and respiratory arrest (8%). 

3.2 Comorbidities 

Hypertension and diabetes were the most commonly recorded comorbidities, Where 138 

(48.30%) and 97(33.9%) respectively among the patients (Figure-3). 

 

 

Figure 3 : Co morbidities distribution among patients. 

 

It had been seen that males are more predominant in terms of having comorbidities like 

hypertension (male -57.2%, female- 42.8%), cardiovascular disease (male-63.6%; female- 

36.4%), and diabetes (male-57.7%; female-42.3%) chronic kidney disease (male- 52.2%; 

female-47.8%) than females. Females are more predominant in terms of chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease (male- 29.4%; female 70.6%) than males (Figure-4). 

3.80% 5.90%
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Figure 4; Comorbidities among Male & Female 

3.3 Vital signs of patient’s prior admission & study definitions 

Before admission of the arrived patients, several vital signs parameters were checked to assess 

the basic body functions. Variables are followed by pulse rate, blood pressure, oxygen 

saturation in blood, and body temperature. 

 

Table 1; Vital clinical signs statistics of patient’s prior admission. 

Clinical Parameter Mean±Sd Min Max 

Pulse(bpm) 91.86±16.41 55 164 

BP(Systolic) 123.41±18.045  50 177 

BP(Diastolic) 73.94±11.693 30 100 

Spo2(%) 91.81±9.259 33 100 

Temp(F) 99.22±1.774 96 105 
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Here the pulse rate is a measurement of the heart rate or the number of times the heart beats 

per minute, a pulse not only measures the heart rate but also can indicate the Heart rhythm and 

Strength of the pulse. The normal pulse for healthy adult ranges from 60 to 100 beats per 

minute. (Johns Hopkins Health System). From our study, we have got the Pulse rate is higher 

among patients. The mean is 91.86 for pulse rate (Table -1). 

Blood pressure is the force of the blood pushing against the artery walls during contraction and 

relaxation of the heart. High blood pressure, or hypertension, directly increases the risk of heart 

attack, heart failure, and stroke. Blood pressure is categorized as normal, elevated, or stage 1 

or stage 2 high blood pressure. (Johns Hopkins Health System). our study found the admitted 

patients' blood pressure was within the normal state (Table-1). 

Blood oxygen level is a measure of how much oxygen your red blood cells are carrying. A 

reading indicates what percentage of your blood is saturated, known as the SpO2 level. A 

normal level of oxygen is usually 95% or higher. A below-normal blood oxygen level is called 

hypoxemia. Hypoxemia is often a cause for concern. The lower the oxygen level, the more 

severe the hypoxemia. This can lead to complications in body tissue and organs. (Brant et al., 

2022) This is why in terms of COVID-19 patients it’s a major indicator for the patients to look 

for. Our study suggests that a major portion of patients were in hypoxemia condition before 

admission and the mean score was 91.81 % in terms of oxygen saturation in the blood (Table-

1). 

Normal body temperature can range from 97.8 degrees F (or Fahrenheit, equivalent to 36.5 

degrees C, or Celsius) to 99 degrees F (37.2 degrees C) for a healthy adult. A fever is indicated 

when body temperature rises about one degree or more over the normal temperature of 98.6 

degrees. (Johns Hopkins Health System). In our study, we have figured out that, fever was 

present in each individual, and the highest temperature was recorded at 105 º C (Table-1). 
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3.4 In-hospital Characteristics of patients  

Fever was the most frequent clinical feature among patients (n= 220,27.2%) and a large portion 

had a cough (n= 178,22.0%). Another leading complaint had been found was body aches or 

pain (n= 136,16.8%). Difficulty in breathing or breathlessness was another symptom observed 

among patients which were (n= 117,14.5%). Patients also complained about sore throat 

(n=84,10.4%). Headache was presented in a certain amount of people (n= 57,7.1%) and 

diarrhea was within a small group of people (n=16,2.0%) (Figure-5). 

 

Figure 5: Clinical symptoms among patients. 

3.5 Laboratory investigations 

Regarding laboratory investigations, we had checked some biochemical test results of the 

patients. The inflammatory markers as C-reactive protein, S. Ferritin, and D-dimer. To 

determine the kidney function serum creatinine level was checked alongside the level of serum 

glutamate pyruvate transaminase tells the liver functionality, also been checked.  
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Table 2; Biochemical test results statistics between MALE and FEMALE patients. 

Biochemical 

Parameter 

Male Female 

 Mean±SD Min Max Mean±SD Min Max 

SGPT(U/L) 

REF- UPTO 42 

48.85±34.28 10 180 39.22±26.77 13 168 

S.CREATININE 

(mg/dl) 

REF- (0.5-1.4) 

1.49±1.67 .21 11.76 1.41±1.5236 .46 8.16 

CRP (mg/l)  

REF- (< 10) 

77.96±66.76 1.37 276 95.13±81.73 1.07 365.0 

D-dimer(μg/ml) 

REF- (<0.50)  

284±1166.40 .05 7716.00 149.47±663.12 .10 5596.00 

S. FERRITIN (ng/l) 

 

566.44±896.78 33 6000 400.71±422.70 13.6 1921.0 

REF- Male- (24 To 336) ; Female- (11 To 307) 

 

On admission, all the biochemical test results were found in an elevated state for both male and 

female patients. Where male patients’ result is higher than female patients. SGPT test result is 

higher than the normal range which is (45.15±31.89) U/L; (Mean±SD). Besides serum 

creatinine level was also high among patients which is (1.46±1.61) mg/dl; (Mean±SD). All 

those immunological marker test results were in an elevated state than the normal range CRP 

= (84.53±74.17) mg/l; (Mean±SD), D-dimer = (232.35±1002.28) μg/ml; (Mean±SD), serum 

ferritin (502.24±752.68) ng/l; (Mean±SD) (Table-2). 
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Table 3 : Biochemical test results statistics between DEAD patients and RECOVERED 

patients. 

Biochemical 

Parameter 

Dead patients Recovered Patients 

 Mean±SD Min Max Mean±SD Min Max 

SGPT(U/L) 

REF- UPTO 42 

53.36±36.66 15 168 42.26±29.62 10 180 

S. Creatinine (mg/dl) 

REF- (0.5-1.4) 

2.31±2.373 .21 11.76 1.14±1.06 .46 8.16 

CRP (mg/l)  

REF- (< 10) 

135.30±84.18 3.25 365 65.12±65.12 1.07 261.0 

D-dimer(μg/ml) 

REF- (<0.50)  

600.24±1777.01 .17 7716.00 86.59±301.09 .05 2706.0 

S. Ferritin (ng/l) 

 

881.12±1223.73 13.6 6000 352.11±353.39 20 1921.0 

REF- Male- (24 To 336) ; Female- (11 To 307) 

 

Another comparison had been made here which shows, the biochemical test result varies in 

terms of the outcome of the patients. Outcome classified into two different categories. One is 

recovered and the other one is a dead patient. Recovered patients were 159 (71.6%) in the 

number who had been discharged from the hospital after being cured. And dead patients 63 

(28.4%) in number those were died due to developing different complications during their 

treatment period in the hospital. (Table-3) shows that patients who died had comparatively 

higher values of different biochemical test results than those who recovered. This suggests that 
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the more the elevated value of different biochemical parameters the more the chances of 

developing complications for the patient which in turn reduces the chances of patients 

recovering from the infection of COVID-19. So different biochemical test parameters can be 

an indicator to predict which patient is prone to developing complications 

3.6 Independent sample t-test 

An independent samples t-test was used to compare the mean biochemical test result of   SGPT 

[Male, N=130; Female, N= 81], S. Creatinine [ Male, N=133; Female, N= 86], CRP [ Male, 

N= 134; Female, N=83], D-dimer [ Male, N= 136; Female, N= 86], S. Ferritin [ Male, N=136; 

Female, N= 86] of hospital admitted   COVID-19 patients. Neither Shapiro-Wilk statistic was 

significant, indicating that the assumption of normality was not violated. Levene’s test was also 

non-significant; thus, an equal variance can be assumed for both groups in terms of SGPT, S. 

Creatinine, D-dimer, and S. Ferritin biochemical test results. This tells that the biochemical test 

results do not vary among gender. But in terms of CRP test result Levene’s test was significant; 

thus, an equal variance cannot be assumed and the t-test was statistically significant, with mean 

CRP test result of females (M=95.13, SD=81.78) significantly higher (mean difference -

17.165, 95% CI [-37.22, 2.89]), than the males (M= 77.96, SD=66.76) (Table-4) 
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Table 4 : Association between gender with Biochemical test result by independent sample 

T-test 

 

 
Gender N Mean Std. Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

SGPT(U/L); 

REF- UPTO 42 

Male 130 48.85 34.281 3.007 

Female 81 39.22 26.776 2.975 

S. Creatinine 

(mg/dl); REF- (0.5-1.4) 

Male 133 1.4974 1.67913 .14560 

Female 86 1.4101 1.52365 .16430 

CRP (mg/l); REF- (< 6) Male 134 77.9645 66.76754 5.76784 

Female 83 95.1302 81.78237 8.97678 

D-dimer  

REF- (<0.5) (μg/ml) 

Male 136 284.7699 1166.40872 100.01872 

Female 86 149.4770 663.12914 71.50705 

S. Ferritin (ng/l) 

 

Male 136 566.441 896.7877 76.8989 

Female 86 400.716 422.7018 45.5811 

REF- Male- (24 To 336) ; Female- (11 To 307) 
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Independent Samples Test 

 Leven’s test 

for equality of 

variances 

T-test for equality of means 95% confidence interval of the difference 

F Sig. 

 

 

T Df 

Sig.            

(2tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

S.E 

Differenc

e Lower Upper 

SGPT 

(u/l) 

Equal variances 

assumed  3.099 .080 

 

2.150 209 

 

.033 

 

9.624 

 

4.476 

 

.800 

 

18.448 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  

 

2.275 

 

198.472 

 

.024 

 

9.624 

 

4.230 

 

1.283 

 

17.965 

S. 

Creatinine 

(mg/dl) 

Equal variances 

assumed 

.020 .889 .390 217 .697 .08733 .22416 -.35449 .52914 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  

.398 193.915 .691 .08733 .21953 -.34565 .52030 

CRP (mg/l) Equal variances 

assumed 

5.140 .024 -1.687 215 .093 -17.16576 10.17719 -37.2256 2.8940 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  

-1.609 148.118 .110 -17.16576 10.67008 -38.2510 3.9194 

D-Dimer 

(µg/ml) 

Equal variances 

assumed 

3.066 .081 .980 220 .328 135.29295 138.0983 -136.872 407.457 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  

1.100 217.872 .272 135.29295 122.9512 -107.033 377.619 

S. ferritin 

(ng/ml) 

Equal variances 

assumed 

2.864 .092 1.604 220 .110 165.7249 103.3317 -37.9218 369.371 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  

1.854 206.117 .065 165.7249 89.3928 -10.5167 341.966 
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3.7 Independent sample t-test 

An independent samples t-test was used to compare the mean biochemical test result of   SGPT [Dead, N=55; Recovered, 

N= 156], S. Creatinine [ Dead, N=133; Recovered, N= 86], CRP [ Dead, N= 60; Recovered, N=157], D-dimer [ Dead, 

N= 63; Recovered, N= 159], S. Ferritin [ Dead, N=63; Recovered, N= 159] of hospital admitted COVID-19 patients. 

Neither Shapiro-Wilk statistic was significant, indicating that the assumption of normality was not violated. Levene’s 

test was also significant; thus, an equal variance cannot be assumed for both groups. The t-test was statistically 

significant, with the mean SGPT test value of dead patients (M=53.36, SD=36.66) significantly higher (mean difference 

11.107, 95% CI [0.197, 22.018]), than the recovered patients (M= 42.26, SD=29.62). In terms of S. Creatinine test value 

of dead patients (M=2.31, SD=2.37) was significantly higher (mean difference 1.16, 95% CI [0.534, 1.802]), than the 

recovered patients (M= 1.14, SD=1.06), CRP test value of dead patients (M=135.30, SD=65.12) was significantly higher 

(mean difference 70.17, 95% CI [46.67, 93.67]), than the recovered patients (M= 65.12, SD=57.98), D-dimer test value 

of dead patients (M=600.24, SD=1777.01) was significantly higher (mean difference 513.65, 95% CI [63.77, 963.52]), 

than the recovered patients (M= 86.59, SD=301.09), S. Ferritin test value of dead patients (M=881.82, SD=1223.73) 

was significantly higher (mean difference 529, 95% CI [216.14, 841.85]) than the recovered patients (M= 252.11, 

SD=353.39) (Table-5) 
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Table 5 : Association between patients’ Outcomes with Biochemical test results by independent sample T-test. 

Group Statistics 

 
Outcome N Mean Std. Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

SGPT(U/L);  

REF- UPTO 42 

Death 55 53.36 36.661 4.943 

Recovered 156 42.26 29.620 2.371 

S. Creatinine 

(mg/dl);  

REF- (0.5-1.4) 

Death 60 2.3117 2.37379 .30645 

Recovered 159 1.1430 1.06123 .08416 

CRP (mg/l)  

REF- (< 6) 

Death 60 135.3018 84.18228 10.86789 

Recovered 157 65.1270 57.98778 4.62793 

D-dimer 

REF- (<0.5) (μg/ml) 

Death 63 600.2438 1777.01286 223.88258 

Recovered 159 86.5935 301.09778 23.87861 

S. Ferritin (ng/l) 

REF-  

M- (24 To 336)  

F- (11 To 307) 

Death 63 881.121 1223.7341 154.1760 

Recovered 159 352.119 353.3906 28.0257 
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Leven’s test 

for equality 

of variances 

T-test for equality of means 95% confidence 

interval of the 

difference 

F Sig. 

T 

Df 

Sig.            

2-tailed 

Mean 

Difference 

S.E 

Difference Lower Upper 

SGPT 

(u/l) 

Equal variances 

assumed  

5.216 .023 2.242 209 .026 11.107 4.954 1.341 20.873 

Equal variances 

not assumed 
  

2.026 80.23 .046 11.107 5.483 .197 22.018 

S. 

Creatinine 

(mg/dl) 

Equal variances 

assumed 

46.93 .000 5.030 217 .000 1.16871 .23237 .71073 1.62669 

Equal variances 

not assumed 
  

3.677 68.09 .000 1.16871 .31780 .53456 1.80286 

CRP (mg/l) Equal variances 

assumed 

17.76 .000 6.983 215 .000 70.17483 10.05001 50.3656 89.98398 

Equal variances 

not assumed 
  

5.941 81.32 .000 70.17483 11.81222 46.6736 93.67602 

D-Dimer 

(µg/ml) 

Equal variances 

assumed 

45.79 .000 3.531 220 .001 513.65029 145.48420 226.929 800.3713 

Equal variances 

not assumed 
  

2.281 63.41 .026 513.65029 225.15238 63.7768 963.5237 

S. ferritin 

(ng/ml) 

Equal variances 

assumed 

24.15 .000 4.967 220 .000 529.0011 106.4937 319.122 738.8795 

Equal variances 

not assumed 
  

3.376 66.13 .001 529.0011 156.7025 216.146 841.8557 
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Chapter 4 

4.1 Discussion 

This cross-sectional descriptive study to describe the clinical features and outcomes of patients 

with COVID-19 was conducted in Z H Sikder Women’s Medical College & Hospital, Dhaka 

during the pandemic wave in Bangladesh. The enrolled patients were 222 in number. The 

severity of Covid-19 exceeds other respiratory viral infections as well as global mortality. 

Besides, the dynamics of the disease are still under research, though a tremendous increase in 

COVID-19 research since the commencement of the pandemic. Some major research gaps still 

need to be checked to better understand the nature of infection and the subsequent diseases 

contributed by coronavirus. Therefore, in this study, we analyzed the clinical progression of 

the COVID-19 hospital-admitted patient. 

In our study among the participants the percentage of male (61.3%) patients were higher than 

female (38.7%) those were infected by SARS-COV-2(Figure-2). (Huang C et al. 2020) and 

(Richardson et al. 2020) respectively found similar findings in Wuhan (73%) and New York 

(60%) which tells that males are more susceptible to COVID-19 than females. The reason 

behind this may be due to several factors including high expression of coronavirus receptors 

(ACE2) in men (Lu R et al.,2020; Li W et al., 2007). Alongside reduced susceptibility of 

females to such viral infections could be attributed to protection from the X chromosome and 

the sex hormone estrogen which play an important role in innate and adaptive immunity 

(channappanavar et al.,2017). Typically, males are generally more involved in outdoor 

activities than females in the context of Bangladesh. Some behavioral characteristics are also 

a factor to consider such as smoking which is more frequent in men than in women and thus 

increases the risk of pneumonia and secondary infections after COVID-19. 
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In our study the most of the patients were elderly. The mean age was 55, and this vulnerable 

group mostly required hospital care. Meuller et al., (2020) referred weak immune function of 

elderly people as the reason for being affected mostly. Aging is independently associated with 

increased COVID-19 mortality, since our cases were mainly elderly with at least one 

comorbidity including hypertension, CVD, Diabetes, and kidney disease. 

With respect to comorbidities, we have found hypertension (48.3%) and diabetes (33.9%) are 

the dominant co-morbidities among the respondent patients (Figure-3). Studies conducted in 

similar settings reported the same that hypertension and diabetes are commonly comorbid 

conditions in hospitalized patients (Hasan MJ et al.,2021; Mowla SGM et al.,2020; Guan WJ 

et al.,2020). A study was conducted where it stated that Significant sociodemographic and 

comorbidity differences were observed between males and females (p < 0.05). In addition, 

multiple logistic regression showed that hypertension and diabetes were significantly more 

frequent in males [adjusted odds ratio (OR) = 66.19 and OR = 22.90] (Samer et al.,2022). 

Moreover, hypertension is the most chronic disease that can increase the severity of COVID-

19 since Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors, which interact with the COVID-

19 virus and facilitate the penetration into the cell are involved in hypertension pathogenesis 

and the association between hypertension and disease severity has been established in earlier 

research. (Hamming I et al.,2004; Huang S et al.,2020). 

Among the in-hospital characteristics, the most frequently reported symptom was fever (n= 

220,27.2%) and a large portion had a cough (n= 178,22.0%). Another leading complaint has 

been found body aches or pain (n= 136,16.8%). Breathlessness, headache, sore throat, and 

diarrhea were also recorded among patients (Figure-5). Tahsin et al., (2022) reported fever, 

fatigue, body pain, Headache, dry cough, sore throat, productive cough, shortness of breath and 

chest pain, reduced sense of smell and taste, gastrointestinal symptoms, loss of appetite, and 

abdominal pain which was observed in Dhaka city COVID-19 infected patients besides these 
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symptoms were persistent even after they had reached RT-PCR negativity. 76.2% (N=522) of 

patients reported persistent symptoms. In terms of such symptoms during COVID-19 illness 

and consistency was found with Guan et al., (2020a), Hossain et al., (2020), and Yang X et al., 

(2020). 

In terms of vital signs, the median heart rate was 90 beats per min, the temperature was 98 ° C, 

and oxygen saturation (SpO2) was 95%. The median systolic and diastolic blood pressure were 

120 and 80 respectively. This tells us that patients who came for hospital admission mostly had 

shortness of breath due to their low oxygen saturation rate and their body temperature is also 

slightly elevated (Table-1). Modhusudon Shaha et al., (2021), and Hasabo et al., (2021) 

reported similar findings and they found the respiratory rate was over 24 breaths per minute. 

When it comes to biochemical parameters elevated CRP, D-dimer, Serum Ferritin, Serum 

SGPT, and serum creatinine were observed among the patients (Table-2). Which is consistent 

with other studies (Richardson et al., 2020; Mazin Barry et al., 2021).  We had found a positive 

correlation between these biochemical test parameters and the severity of COVID-19 which 

comes as an outcome. Through Leven’s T-test, we have found dead patient test value is higher 

than recovered patients. Using these parameters may help to identify patient disease 

progression and decide management of care. 

Covid-19 was found to influence the functionality of other body organs. Serum SGPT (Serum 

Glutamic Pyruvic Transaminase) level in patients is a potential marker of liver functionality. 

Abnormality in it provokes liver damage similarly serum creatinine tells us the kidney 

functionality and the elevation of it indicates kidney injury and requires immediate attention 

since if it remains unchecked kidney failure might occur which is life-threatening for the patient 

(Gowda et al. 200). Modhusudon et al. (2021) showed Heightened AST (Aspartate transferase) 

level also had increased due to COVID-19 infection and high AST level possess a threat for 
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heart failure. Therefore, these suggest that COVID-19 infection not only damages the 

respiratory tract but also the Heart, Liver, and Kidney. 

A large body of clinical work investigating the abnormalities in immunological parameters of 

COVID-19 disease documented high D-dimer, Ferritin, and CRP values (Guan WJ et al., 2020; 

Xiong Y et al., 2020). Besides in order to predict the severity of the disease or disease results 

relying on these parameters is more efficient than the CT value which is a measure of viral load 

in an individual yielded through RT-PCR test for COVID-19 detection (Mardani et al., 2020). 

Rabban et al., (2021) stated that various factors could affect Ct values such as Preanalytical 

variables (sample collection technique, type of specimen, sampling time, viral kinetics), 

analytic variables (Different detection kit, internal protocol, type of RT-PCR, purity of reagents 

and pipetting error), post-analytical variables (Interpreting the report). Due to these effects on 

the Ct value, the impact of the general mean of it becomes less efficient in order to predict the 

disease severity since a low Ct value denotes a high viral load and a higher value means a lower 

viral load in an individual. In several clinical studies consisting of small or large sample sizes, 

several discrepancies exist regarding a significant positive correlation between the Ct value 

and disease severity in COVID-19 (Rabaan et al., 2021). In our findings, we also found similar 

observations. 

In our study, 71.6 % of patients recovered after hospital admission, and 28.4 % of patients 

couldn’t survive (Figure-2). The causative agents or factors behind such mortality have been 

discussed above. Since there was inadequate evidence-based specific treatment procedure or 

protocols against COVID-19 which is still an unfamiliar virus to humankind. The initial target 

was to suppress the severity of the patient based on the symptoms or conditions that developed. 

In terms of treatment during the hospital stay, patients were given single or combination 

antibiotic therapy mainly azithromycin, doxycycline, amoxicillin, ciprofloxacin, levofloxacin, 

etc. Antiviral therapy includes remdesivir, favipiravir, and monoclonal antibody tocilizumab. 
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Besides supplementary drugs like zinc, Vitamin D, C, E, and various multivitamins. Another 

medicine like antiparasitic ivermectin, anticoagulants, and corticosteroids was also been used. 

Another study also showed similar treatment protocols in patients who were COVID-19 

infected in Dhaka city (Tahsin et al., 2022). The use of intravenous immunoglobulin 

(Tocilizumab) for patients who were severely ill. Interestingly the use of it was higher in 

nonsurvivors but much lower in survivors. Among the dead patients, 12.7 % received 

tocilizumab during their treatment whereas among recovered patients only 3% received that 

drug. Similar kind of findings had shown by Yingzhen Du et al., (2020). 
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4.2 Conclusion 

In contrast to earlier findings globally and in Bangladesh, we had concluded that the older 

population is mostly affected by COVID-19 infection. Most of them needed hospital care and 

some of them needed immediate ICU support. Co-morbidities worsen the disease outcome and 

increase mortality and the most common was hypertension and diabetes. Most of the patients 

were symptomatic and carried various types of symptoms. In terms of vital signs, most of the 

patient’s oxygen saturation was below the normal range which indicates patients had breathing 

difficulties and some of them needed immediate oxygen support. Some biochemical test results 

such as SGPT, Serum Creatinine, and Serum Ferritin were higher than the normal range which 

tells us how COVID-19 infection initiates different organ damage which in turn cause the 

patient condition to become more unstable. Besides immunological parameters like CRP, the 

D-dimer range was also in an elevated state and this indicator tells us the prognosis of the 

disease besides how severe the patient’s condition is after being infected by COVID-19. There 

was an association between patient outcomes and biochemical test results. Where a certain 

difference had been observed in terms of survivor and nonsurvivor patients and biochemical 

test results can be used as an indicator for the patient’s condition forecasting. These clinical 

features of COVID-19-infected patients should be handy for further research which will tell us 

in the future about the actual dynamics of COVID-19 and the consequences of different 

outcomes. 
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